RINO Betrayal
According to a report on One America News, after the obviously stolen
2020 Presidential Election, Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnel
advised Attorney General Bill Barr to publicly disavow any evidence of
widespread voter fraud.
This is why the Republican Party must rid itself of cowardly and traitorous
RINOS from the Bush Wing of the GOP: They have no guts, they endlessly
self-deal and they routinely betray their party, their constituents and the
U.S. Constitution in return for immunity from attacks by the Jews' Media.
The dirty little secret no one appears willing to acknowledge is that the
massive and systemic "Democrat" voter fraud that took place during
the 2020 Presidential Election WAS PRIMARILY PERPETRATED BY
N*GGERS. N*ggers are synonymous with voter fraud just as they are
synonymous with violent crime, welfare or illegitimacy.
"Democrats" know exactly who to turn to when they need individuals to
undertake a treasonous and criminal task. They turn to a "demographic"
with no recognizable moral constraints, as the FBI's Uniform Crime
Reports demonstrate every year.
RINOs like McConnel would rather live with fraudulent and stolen
elections than be called "racist" for exposing the n*ggers who perpetrate
it in Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Atlanta, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis,
Philadelphia and every other municipality populated by large numbers
of black sociopaths with low IQs and criminal impulses.
I've heard warnings for 30 years that any voting machine connected to
the internet can be "hacked" or accessed illegally, and its vote totals
manipulated. Those lazy, self-dealing traitors in Congress knew more
than the rest of us, but didn't dare investigate the issue out of fear of

being called racist by the very n*ggers who perpetrate it. They don't
want to investigate massive and systemic vote fraud because it has taken
place ON THEIR WATCH!
RINOs like Mitch McConnel have betrayed us on the issue of honest
elections for as long as they have been in office. They have allowed
several elections to be stolen by niggers, but figure they have done their
job by passing a Resolution to recognize "Juneteenth" as a holiday!
With the exception of a very few Republican Senators -- Tom Cotton,
Ted Cruz, Marsha Blackburn, Mike Braun, Ron Johnson, Josh Hawley,
Tim Scott, Rick Scott, John Kennedy and Rand Paul -- most Republican
Senators aren't worth supporting and need to be retired in their
primaries.
RINOs ALWAYS let us down. They are more interested in avoiding an
attack from the Jews' Media and its "Democrat" allies than they are in
truly representing their constituents. They routinely betray us like Peter
betrayed Jesus Christ.
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